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A diagrammatic perturbation theory is presented which permits the calculation of a molecular non-linear optical response 
function for a particular time sequence of light pulses, or a molecular non-linear-optical susceptibility for a particular combination 
of frequencies of the input light fields. Molecular relaxation is treated in the Markov approximation. The method also accounts 
for incoherent population transfer between molecular levels as long as a hierarchical level ordering is possible. The diagrams are 
especially useful for the selective generation of terms containing a particular resonance of interest, or obeying the rotating wave 
approximation. The algorithm has been implemented in the symbolic algebra language REDUCE. These procedures allow the 
automatic generation of all diagrams evolving from a particular experimental situation, and the automatic calculation of the 
corresponding response function or susceptibility. 
1. Introduction 
In non-linear optical spectroscopic experiments a sample is irradiated with one or several laser light fields. 
Each of these can be characterized by a time-dependent amplitude and a frequency. (The frequency may also 
vary with time, corresponding to a chirped light pulse.) Through interaction with the laser fields a non-linear 
polarization P(r, 1) is generated in the sample which radiates new light fields. They can be calculated from 
Maxwell’s inhomogeneous wave equation with the polarization P( r: t ) as source term [ 1,2 1. Depending on the 
phase relationship with the ingoing fields the new fields cause absorption and coherent or incoherent emission. 
Experiments are commonly distinguished as frequency-domain or time-domain experiments depending on 
whether the frequency or the time intervals of the ingoing and detected light pulses are varied as parameters. If 
phase and amplitude could be measured completely, both types of experiments would yield the same informa- 
tion. In praxis, however, this is not possible. Results of both types of experiments hence complement each other, 
and spectroscopy in both domains is useful. 
In the traditional theoretical treatment of non-linear optical spectroscopy the optical polarization is expanded 
in powers of the field strength of the incident light beams which are modelled as monochromatic plane waves. 
The response of the material in each order of the expansion is then given by a coupling constant of the material 
called its nth-order non-linear optical susceptibility x tn). The use of monochromatic waves corresponds to the 
idealized situation of a frequency-domain experiment. It also implies the consideration of a steady state. Strictly 
speaking, therefore, susceptibilities apply only to molecular systems in thermal equilibrium. Time-domain ex- 
periments can also, be discussed in the framework of susceptibilities. However, a more natural description for 
time domain experiments is provided by the molecular response functions R (“1. For a system in thermal equilib- 
rium the susceptibilities and response functions are related by a Fourier transformation [ 21. In addition, gen- 
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eralized response functions can be defined which also apply to non-equilibrium situations. 
The macroscopic optical polarization is the ensemble average of the time-dependent induced dipole moments 
of the molecules in the irradiated volume. These can be obtained from a calculation of the temporal evolution 
of the molecular system under the influence of the external fields. This is normally done with time-dependent 
perturbation theory which yields the wavefunction or the statistical operator of the molecular system as a power 
series in the external field strengths [ 11. Comparison with the series expansion of the optical polarization shows 
that each order of perturbation theory yields the susceptibility of the corresponding order. Thus measurable 
spectroscopic quantities like line positions, linewidths, and intensities can be connected to molecular properties 
like level energies, relaxation parameters, and transition dipoles. 
The series expansion of the polarization is in most cases a good approximation. It can, however, break down 
if any of the ingoing fields is “strong” and its frequency comes close to resonance with an optically allowed 
molecular transition. Methods have been developed which, in certain situations, allow the treatment of these 
fields in a non-perturbative way [ 3-51. For all situations considered in this paper we assume that the series 
expansion is applicable. 
Time-dependent perturbation theory with a light field containing several Fourier components (i.e. colors) 
results in many terms. All possible time-orderings of these Fourier components for a propagation of the wave- 
function or its complex conjugate must be considered. E.g., the general expression for a third order susceptibility 
has 48 terms [ 61. The use of perturbation theory quasi-naturally suggests a diagrammatic technique. Early ap- 
proaches described the temporal evolution of the wavefunction in close analogy to Feynman diagrams [ 7,8] but 
were only applicable to pure states. Systems with dephasing (coherence loss) are properly described by the 
statistical operator instead of the wavefunction. The corresponding diagrams must account for the propagation 
of its bra- and ket-part and their relative time ordering. This lead to the invention of double-sided Feynman 
diagrams consisting of two strings, one representing the bra, the other the ket [ 9- 13 1. An equivalent notation 
used a circle where each half corresponds to one of the strings [ 14-161. The mathematical treatment lead to 
propagation rules, in which each radiative propagation step contributes a multiplicative factor to the suscepti- 
bility. Still another way of representing a particular contribution is by indicating the path in Liouville space 
along which the term is generated through successive evolutions on the bra or ket side. These diagrams are 
widely used by Mukamel and co-workers, e.g. in refs. [ 17- 19 1. We use similar evolution trees to enumerate all 
relevant paths (see ref. [ 201 and fig. 3). 
These approaches did account for phase relaxation, but not for the possibility of incoherent population trans- 
fer between molecular levels, called feeding. For non-resonant situations this should be of little importance, but 
may have drastic effects with resonances. An attempt of including feeding into the diagrammatic technique has 
been published [ 2 11. However, it starts from a transformation to a time-independent formulation of the Liou- 
ville equation [4] which is possible if only a single Fourier component need be considered for each matrix 
element of the statistical operator. This imposes the following restrictions: (i) Only one field may be resonant 
with a molecular level pair. (ii) Not more than n - 1 fields are allowed for an n-level system. (iii) The rotating 
wave approximation (RWA) must be applicable. The present article describes a method that incorporates feed- 
ing into the diagrammatic perturbation theory without these restrictions. The result is a new propagation rule 
yielding a multiplicative factor to the susceptibility from each feeding step in the diagram. 
A second new aspect of the present paper is the extension of the diagrammatic approach to the direct calcu- 
lation of molecular response functions #‘. They give the response of the system to a sequence of infinitesimally 
short light pulses. Each radiative propagation step yields a multiplicative factor as in the case of susceptibilities. 
Feeding can also be included and results in a substitution rule. 
This paper bears to some extent review character since the diagrammatic technique for the calculation of 
susceptibilities in the absence of feeding has been described in several previous papers. However, I feel that it is 
justified to present the theory with its new aspects (feeding and response functions) in a comprehensive context. 
*’ This possibility was briefly mentioned already in ref. [ 221. 
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In particular so since it also uses a different graphical representation of the diagrams which is based on the 
molecular level structure. Earlier diagrams of this kind did not distinguish between propagation of the bra- and 
the ket-part of the density operator and were thus ambiguous. Our diagrams, previously used in refs. [ 20,22 1, 
do not suffer from this restriction, but can be unambiguously mapped to the double-sided Feynman diagrams. 
The extension to include feeding is readily made in an intuitively comprehensive way. In addition, these dia- 
grams allow an easy visualization of the leading terms in the rotating wave approximation or displaying partic- 
ular molecular resonances. Thus the relevant terms can be selected directly from inspection of the diagram, and 
not by inspection of the formula that it generates. With respect to this the other types of diagrams are rather 
abstract. 
Finally, we describe an implementation of the algorithm presented in this paper into the computer-algebra 
language REDUCE (for the newest version see ref. [ 231). We use this system for almost two years now to 
generate all valid diagrams for a particular experimental situation, and automatically calculate the correspond- 
ing susceptibility and/or response function. 
2. Response functions and susceptibilities 
In order to understand the results of a nonlinear optical experiment on a molecular level, the macroscopic 
optical polarization P( r, t) must be expressed in terms of molecular properties, in particular the energy level 
structure, the magnitude and direction of transition dipoles, and relaxation parameters. The quantum mechan- 
ical connection between the microscopic and the macroscopic quantities is given by 
P(r, t) =N Tr@(r, t)4 , (1) 
where p( r, t) is the statistical operator (often called density matrix) of the molecular ensemble, and N is the 
number density of molecules. This equation is valid for arbitrarily strong light fields. In many cases, however, it 
is possible to expand the polarization in a Taylor series in powers of the field strength, 
P(t)=P’“‘(t)+P”‘(t)+P’2’(t)+P’3’(t)+... . (2) 
This corresponds to a similar expansion of the statistical operator. In the following we assume that the response 
of the sample is local, i.e. the non-linear polarization at a particular point r in space depends only on the light 
field at this point. Also, we consider a non-magnetic medium and represent the light beam by its electric field 
vector E( r, t). When the Taylor series (eq. (2 ) ) is valid, the most general relation between the non-linear 
polarization of a particular order and the electric field strength is given by the convolution 
P(“)(t)= dt, Q(")(t; t,, . . . . t,) iE(t,)...E(t,) , 
where Q(“) (t; t,, . . . . t, ) is a generalized response function. Causality requires that Q@) vanishes if any of the 
time arguments t, is larger than t. For a system in equilibrium this generalized response function is invariant 
against a shift of all time arguments by a constant time interval 7. A function R(“) can then be defined with one 
time argument less, 
Q’“‘(P t 7 IIT ..*> t,)=Q’“‘(t-7; tn-7, . . . . t, -7)=Q’“‘(O; t,-t, . . . . t, -t)=R’“‘(t,-t, . . . . tl -t) . (4) 
The causality condition implies that R (n) is non-vanishing only for negative time arguments. This function is 
ordinarily called the response function. After introducing the Fourier transform #2 of the electric field, 
‘* This form is found in mathematical textbooks as well as in some books on non-linear optics [24-271. With this definition an electric 
field component I exp(iot) has positive frequency. Other books on non-linear optics use the opposite sign convention for w, e.g. [ 1,2, 
28,301, or put the factor 2x into the integral over time [ 21. The present choice is consistent with our previous usage of frequency 
arguments in the susceptibilities [4,20,22]. 
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E(o)= jdtE(t)exp(-iwt), 
E(t)= JgE(w)exp(iot), 
the definition of the non-linear polarization eq. (3) for the equilibrium system can be rewritten as 
(5) 
(6) 
p(n)(t)= I~...I~x(“)(O,,...,W,)iE(o,)...E(wl)exp(it~~~w,), 
where the non-linear susceptibility xCn) and the response function are related by 
X’“‘(W n, .*.> co,)= s s dt,... dt, R’“)(t,, . . . . 
R(“‘(t,, . ..) t,)= r(“‘(w,,...,W,)exp(-i~,o,t*). 
For the present purpose it is sufficient to represent the incident light beams by a superposition of plane waves, 
E(r, t)=4 1 [e(r, t)+g;(r, t)l , (10)‘ 
d$(r, t)=e,3(t) exp[i(o#-k;r)] . (11) 
Each particular wave is characterized by its frequency o,, its wavevector k,, and its amplitude 4,(t) which may 
be time-dependent. Eqs. ( 1) and (2) contain r only as a parameter. The factors exp( - ik,*r) in eq. ( 10) hence 
appear only as multiplicative factors in P( r, t). After solution of the wave equation this results in the well known 
phase matching conditions for parametric processes. For the discussion of the local response we may consider a 
molecule at the origin of the coordinate system and set r= 0. 
Let us now consider two ideal experimental situations. In the ideal frequency domain experiment the laser 
fields are monochromatic and their Fourier transform is a sum of &functions, 
E(r,w)=n C [f@(w,- ~)exp(-ik,.r)+&‘y6(w,+w)exp(ik;r)]. 
I 
(12) 
The polarization calculated according to eq. (7) decomposes into a sum of monochromatic plane waves: 
P(r, t)=f C [*(r, t)+gt(r, 01 , 
I 
(13) 
4(r, t)=e,9jexp[i(o,t-k,.r)] . (14) 
For example, the third order polarization wave at frequency w, = o, - o2 + oJ with wave vector kp= k, - kz + k3 
is 
BC3)(r, t)=$X(3)(w1, -02, w3) i&T’,&?‘;83 exp[i(a4t-kp*r)] . (15) 
The numerical factor 2 occurs since in the product EEE the term 8, &‘;c+?~ appears six times. In the general case 
the numerical factor will be N,/2”-‘, where NP is the number of permutations of the electric field amplitudes, 
and n is the order of the polarization. We obtain the result that the response of the molecular system in an ideal 
frequency-domain experiment is given by the susceptibility at the corresponding frequencies. It can hence be 
calculated from the molecular parameters in two steps. First the statistical operator of the molecular system 
under the influence of the monochromatic plane waves must be calculated. Then the polarization is obtained 
from eq. ( 1) and compared to the corresponding macroscopic expression, e.g. eq. ( 15 ). 
The other idealized experimental situation considers the response of the molecular system when it is irradi- 
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ated by a sequence of ultrashort light pulses. In this case the electric field can be written in the form 
E(r,t)=t C {fZJexp[i(w,t--k;r)]+&yexp[-i(W,t--k;r)l)d(t-r,). 
J 
(16) 
This ansatz characterizes each light pulse by a complex amplitude vector 4, a carrier frequency w,, a wave vector 
kj and a real temporal envelope function d (t ) centered at time rY The notion of a carrier frequency is only valid 
if the temporal width of the pulse envelope is larger than the inverse frequency. This is still true for light pulses 
in the femtosecond range. In the limiting case of infinitely short light pulses the envelope function approaches 
the &function and the carrier frequency loses its physical meaning. 
The polarization P( r, t) generated by the field of eq. ( 16) can be calculated with eq. (3 ) and is a sum of terms 
each corresponding to a particular pulse sequence in E( r, t), a particular carrier frequency, and a wave vector, 
P(r, t)=i 1 {3(t) exp[i(w,t-kI.r)]+P;(t) exp[ -i(w,t-k,*r)]} . 
I 
(17) 
The complex envelope functions 9’[( t) reflect the molecular relaxation dynamics and will in general retain finite 
temporal widths even in the limit of infinitesimally short light pulses. As an example, let us consider a sequence 
of three light pulses with different frequencies w,, 02, and We. One of the terms in eq. (17) then describes a 
wave with carrier frequency o4 = o, - w2 + o3 and with wave vector kp= k, - k2 + k3. Its amplitude in the &pulse 
limit is the sum of the three terms containing the product ~5, &?t& of field amplitudes: 
(18) 
In a realistic experiment the signal due to this process can be readily distinguished from that of other pulse 
sequences and other carrier frequencies through an appropriate choice of phase matching conditions. If the 
statistical operator is calculated for an idealized sequence of &function pulses, a comparison of the polarization 
according to eq. ( 1) with the macroscopic expression, e.g. eq. ( 18 ), will yield the contribution of this particular 
pulse sequence to the response function in terms of molecular properties. A response function defined in this 
way corresponds to a single time sequence of pulses. Since the susceptibility describes the answer of the system 
in the steady state, it contains information about all possible time orderings of the input field components. 
The fact that only one time sequence is considered in each term of the response function and only one fre- 
quency component in each term of the susceptibility is not a shortcoming but an advantage. Also in an actual 
experiment one is not interested in the complete response function or susceptibility, but only in such a particular 
contribution. The choice of phase matching conditions effectively selects a Fourier component of the signal to 
be measured, and the time delays between pulses can also be set by the experimenter. 
3. Perturbative calculation of the statistical operator 
In quantum mechanics the properties of a partially coherent molecular ensemble are completely described by 
its statistical operatorp. Any macroscopic quantity is calculated as the trace of the product of the corresponding 
microscopic operator withp. Thus the optical polarization P( t) is the average of the microscopic dipole moment 
p, as expressed in eq. ( 1). Typically the calculation is done in the basis of the eigenstates of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian and the trace is written as a double sum, 
P(t) =N; Pk/(t).&k T (19) 
where &l(t) = (k@(t) 11) are the matrix elements. The diagonal elements &k(t) give the population Of the 
molecular levels, whereas the off-diagonal elements&(t) are frequently called coherences since they are mainly 
responsible for the radiation of parametric signals. The temporal evolution of the statistical operator is deter- 
mined by the Liouville equation, which in the interaction picture reads 
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b=+%wt~)R. (20) 
In the following we use the interaction operator between the molecules and the light fields in the dipole approx- 
imation, V(t) = - pE( t). The operator (b)” describes the relaxation of the system towards equilibrium in the 
absence of the external fields. In the Markov approximation its matrix elements are 
t/-j):= -rk/&/ 7 (21) 
(22) 
The parameter rti=rjk= 1 /T2 (kl) is the phase relaxation rate constant of the level pair (kl), rM= 1 / Tl (k) is 
the total decay rate constant of the level k, and ymk is the rate constant of incoherent population transfer (feed- 
ing) from level m to level k. The conservation of total population (Tr{p} = 1) requires that the feeding param- 
eters obey the equation 
T Ymk =rrnrn . (23) 
Eq. (20) is a system of coupled differential equations for the matrix elements of p( t). The coupling due to the 
interaction V(t) can be removed by a perturbative treatment” For this purpose p(t) is expanded in a Taylor’ 
series in powers of the perturbation, 
p(t)=p’“‘(t)+p”‘(t)+p’2’(t)+p(3)(t)+... . 
Then the Liouville equation for a particular order p (n) (t) is 
d/9;’ = -rkd? +ft t, 1 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
The differential equations of the diagonal elements are still coupled through the feeding parameters. In case of 
an off-diagonal element f( t) contains only matrix elements of p in a lower order and does not depend on the 
matrix element under consideration. Hence it is simply a function of time, and eq. (25) can be integrated to 
yield 
p@(t) =exp( -rklt) j dt'eXp(rklt')f(t') . 
--oD 
(27) 
We note that eqs. (25) and (27 ) are linear inf( t). Iff( t) is the sum of several terms, the integral in eq. (27) 
can be written as the corresponding sum. In this way the off-diagonal elements of p(“) (t) can be calculated 
iteratively beginning with a suitable zero-order solution, usually ~2) = 1, where the index e labels the ground 
state. These iterations can be continued to any desired order as long as no step involves a diagonal element of p. 
This is possible for the lowest order terms describing sum- and difference-frequency mixing as well as CARS 
and CSRS. However, populations do occur in the calculation of grating experiments, polarization spectroscopy, 
transient hole-burning, and higher order contributions to CARS and CSRS. In order to apply the formalism to 
all matrix elements the feeding parameters are usually neglected in the diagrammatic perturbation theories. This 
certainly introduces an error and a correct description is desirable. 
For the two-level system feeding can be treated exactly [ 13 1. The diagonal matrix elements of the relaxation 
operator are 
(d)% = -cd& +Ybdbb, (b%b = -rbbPbb +y‘?bPan . (28) 
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Since the total population is conserved, we have PA,“) = -pi;) in all orders n > 1. Each level has only the other to 
decay to, so that yrrb=ra and ybrr=rbb. Consequently, eq. (28) can be rewritten in the form 
(/5’“‘)5 = -i*,pg,“‘, (b’“‘)& = -&& ) (29) 
with rU =Fbb =r, +r,,. Hence the two differential equations are decoupled by formally neglecting feeding 
and replacing the decay rate constants with the effective rate constant F,. 
For multilevel systems such a transformation to a decoupled set of differential equations is in general not 
possible. However, the technique presented in eq. (27) can still be used to calculate the diagonal matrix ele- 
ments one at a time if a hierarchical level ordering can be found. This is true if the levels can be arranged in an 
order a-c b < c... such that y,,,k= 0 for m < k. This means that feeding occurs only from higher levels to lower ones, 
and such a situation is not unlikely to occur at low temperatures. 
For a hierarchically ordered system the differential equation of the highest level populated, say pi:‘, contains 
no feeding contribution and can hence be solved in the manner of eq. (27). In the differential equation for the 
population of the next lower level p,,,, W) in the same order of perturbation theory, the term ysyp!;) is now an 
already known function of time. Hence the differential equation is again of the form of eq. (25) and can be 
integrated. In this way all diagonal elements can be calculated from top to bottom. A strategy for the perturbative 
calculation of the susceptibility or the response function of a hierarchically ordered molecular system involves 
the steps shown in fig. 1. This technique can be incorporated into the diagrammatic method of perturbation 
theory, thereby allowing for the specific calculation of only those terms which are of interest for a particular 
experimental situation. 
4. Generation of diagrams 
A straightforward application of the strategy outlined in fig. 1 will yield all matrix elements of p(“), each 
containing all Fourier components that can be generated by an n-fold combination of the Fourier components 
contained in the interaction operator V. A particular experiment, however, is often described by only a single 
Fourier component of a single matrix element p,$‘). A strategy that allows us to specifically calculate only the 
terms of interest is provided by the technique of diagrammatic perturbation theory. To understand the basic 
principle behind it, let us write the operators p and Vas sums of elementary operators, 
(30) 
B.&T)= Ik)pLi’;‘(4 3 (31) 
Rs(%) = Ir> v,(G) ($1 . (33) 
The matrix element VJ wu) in the interaction representation has the form 
V,(w,)=-tlr,.~~exp[i(w,,+o,)tld(t-7,), (34) 
where w, = (c,- es) /fi and e, is the energy of the molecular level I: For the calculation of susceptibilities A(t) = 1, 
for response functions A(t) =6(t). The commutator of a single b,$‘) with a single FJ w,) yields two terms, 
[BP, ~s(wx)l= IkMW<4 Ir>KAwx)<sl- Ir>Ks(~)<sl Ik)pP<O . (35) 
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choose: &O) 
v(t) = monochromatic waves 
or &function pulses 
set: ?l=l 
add feeding in hierarchical order: 
p!;‘(t) := p’;;‘(t) + c e-‘kh’ /_a dt’~,,,&,(t’)t+” 
m 
1 
I I 
form trace: P(“) = N Tr{p(“)p} 
and compare with: 
P@) = #)iE. . E for monochromatic waves 
PC”) = Q(“)iE. . E for C-function pulses 
L J 
Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the perturbative calculation of the sta- 
tistical operator of a multilevel system under the influence of sev- 
eral light fields. Feeding within a hierarchically ordered level sys- 
tern is considered. 
If I= r, the bra of the first operator and the ket of the second fit together like the pieces of a domino game. Then 
the first term will yield a contribution to b,$‘+‘), . 1.e. the bra-index of p has evolved from 1 to s. Similarly the 
second term yields a contribution top,, ” M+ ’ ) ifs = k and evolves the ket-index of p from k to r. 
It should be reminded that the commutator of BL;) with the full operator P is the sum of eq. (35) over the 
indices r, s, a and the sign of 0,. Hence even if a particular choice of the Fourier component has been made, 
the bra and ket of Diyt;’ are evolved to all possible values, i.e. the result must be summed over these indices. 
However, in resonant situations the contribution of a single level is often dominant. 
A particular sequence of propagation steps with elementary propagation operators can be graphically repre- 
sented by a diagram. Each diagram leads to an additive contribution to the susceptibility or the response func- 
tion. Several diagrams may contribute to the same Fourier component of the matrix element of interest. Our 
aim is to find all possible valid diagrams for a particular experimental situation. In a second step the suscepti- 
bility or response function is directly constructed from these diagrams. 
We prefer a notation in which the framework of the diagram is the molecular level picture. The indices for the 
bra and ket can be marked with a full and an empty circle, respectively. Thus diagram (i) in fig. 2 corresponds 
top&a I (‘) diagram (ii) to pj,g). Since pi:) is by far the most common initial condition, the circles are usually 
omitted in this case. A propagation step is represented by a vertical arrow, and the sequence of steps proceeds 
from left to right. An interaction operator V,(w) is represented by an arrow pointing from level r to level s. It 
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Ii) b- b eo- (ii) 
Q”’ ao 
a- 
IV) b- b - (vi) 
k--7---o 
i&&w) 
a(7 a1, 
iv [WI 
k __i_kpo 
(vii) m 
Q$.wl 
k 
Q 
kk 
Fig. 2. Building blocks for diagrams describing perturbative propagation for a matrix element of the statistical operator. (i,ii) Initial 
conditions, (iiijv) bra-propagation, (v,vi) ket-propagation, (vii) feeding. 
points up if the frequency w is positive and down when it is negative. If this operator propagates the bra side of 
p the arrow is drawn full with its tail starting at the old bra-index and pointing to the new bra-index. For the 
propagation of the ket-index the arrow is broken with its head at the old index. 
Thus a monochromatic interaction starting from pzsj’ yields the four first-order diagrams (iii-vi) in fig. 2. 
The level k is drawn as a dotted line in order to indicate that the final results still must be summed over this 
index. Those diagrams in which k comes close to a real level b give rise to resonant contributions. No real level 
can be below the ground state, and hence the diagrams (iv) and (v) are neglected within the rotating wave 
approximation (RWA). Since the indices of the interaction operator are obvious from the beginning and end of 
the arrow, and the sign of the frequency is known from its direction, it is sufficient to label each arrow only by 
the index of the frequency involved. 
Successive arrows must begin where the previous of the same type left off. The total number of full and broken 
arrows in the diagram is equal to the perturbative order of the matrix element represented by this diagram, and 
the sum of the corresponding interaction frequencies indicate its Fourier component. The actual bra and ket 
indices of a certain diagram are given by the head of the latest full arrow and the tail of the latest broken arrow. 
If both indices are equal, the diagram represents a population term. In this case a propagation via feeding is 
possible, where y,,,k is represented by a curled arrow from m to k, as shown in the last diagram of fig. 2. This 
interaction propagates both indices from m to k. The result is again a population term of the same perturbative 
order. 
As an example we discuss a three-colour grating experiment within a three-level system. Two lasers with fre- 
quencies w1 and w1 are resonant with the transition from the ground state a to the upper state c, and the third 
laser is resonant with the transition from a to the intermediate level b. We are interested in the third-order 
response of the system at the frequency w4=o, --w2+oj. Within the rotating wave approximation only the 
three interaction matrix elements VI = I’,,( wi ), I’,= V,( -w2), and Vs = I’,,( 03) need to be considered, and 
each may occur only once in each diagram. Fig. 3 shows the path diagram indicating all the possible distinct 
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n: 
0 
I 
1 
I 
2 
v 
3 
C 
123 
b 
21 3 
fh 
"II 
2 3 1 
L 
' I 
3 2 1 
7 , I , fm I ; ’ , . . 
I II 
21 3 
fi 
wii 
iv 
12 3 
I8 
ix 
12 3 
fk 
21 3 
i5 
x 
Fig. 3. Left: schematic representation of all paths in perturbation theory arising in a fully resonant three-colour grating experiment in a 
three-level system. Two fields with frequencies w, and w2 are resonant with the a+c transition, the third with frequency wg is resonant 
with the a+b transition. The signal of interest is the response at frequency u), - w,+ ws. Right: the corresponding diagrams. 
propagation sequences and below the resulting diagrams. All paths start from the zero-order density matrix with 
the only nonvanishing element pIlo - . (O) 1 In the first step I’, and V, can only be applied to the bra side, and I’, to 
the ket side, leading to three first order terms pii) (01),prb)(-w2), andpi:)( Propagation ofpAJ’(w,) on 
either the bra or the ket side with I’, yields contributions to the populations ps)( w, - 02) and piz)( o, - 02). 
Other contributions to these populations result from the application of I’, to both sides of pi; ) ( - 01~). A coher- 
ence pizbz’( w3 --w2) also occurs through ket-propagation of p$i) ( -02) with V, and bra-propagation of 
phi’( Ok) with V2. In third order no propagation of pAzc” (0, - 02) is possible with the available coupling terms. 
The two paths leading to ~2) ( w1 - o2 ) both used already the couplings V, and V,, so only Vs can be applied to 
yield a contribution to ~:a)( o, - w2 + w3 ). This yields the two diagrams (i) and (ii). Similarly two contribu- 
tions to the same matrix element arise from the ket-propagation of p2i)(03 -02) with VI, shown as diagrams 
(iii) and (iv). With the neglect of feeding no more diagrams are possible. Feeding connects p::) directly with 
pg5’ and also indirectly via pig). Since two paths lead to pCC c2) , feeding yields four additional paths to ~2) which 
consequently yield four diagrams (v-viii). The occurrence of ~$2) finally allows for a new ket-propagation to 
PAZ)< o, -02 + wj) via V3, giving the diagrams (ix) and (x) in fig. 3. This example shows that even in a seem- 
ingly simple situation the number of diagrams can be large, and increases even more when feeding is considered. 
It is therefore important to find a strategy which guarantees that all necessary diagrams have been found. As will 
be shown later, such a strategy can be designed and programmed. 
5. Calculation of susceptibilities 
The contributions to the susceptibility are calculated from the steady-state response of the system under the 
influence of monochromatic waves. For a particular Fourier component of a density matrix element p,$-“( t) 
with oscillation frequency LJ we can make the ansatz in the interaction picture 
p&-‘)(t)=r&;” exp[i(c0km+L2)t] . (36) 
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Propagation of the bra-index with an interaction V,,( wa) in the form given in eq. (34) yields a contribution to 
pg)( t). It is found through integration of eq. (27) with 
f(t)=- ~r~-“Cm,.Zexp[i(w,,+S2+w,)t], (37) 
where we have used ok,,, + o,,,~= wk[. The result is 
ptit;‘(t) =r&-” -Pmr - ‘nexp[i(wkl+s+wa)t] 
fi(wk,+e+w,-irk,) 2 
(38) 
This has again the form of eq. (36) with the new oscillation frequency being Q’=52+ w, and the new amplitude 
fi(wk,+ii?+w, -ir,,) ’ T ’ (39) 
Thus the choice of functional form remains consistent. Usually the zero-order density matrix has the oscillation 
frequency Jz=O. Then the oscillation frequency Q’ of pg’(t) is the sum of the n field frequencies of the n 
propagation steps with the interaction operator. After the last step in the propagation sequence the susceptibility 
is calculated by taking the trace Tr{Npp}. In the case of eq. (38) this cancels the factor exp(iwwt) and adds a 
factor N.ulk. We know that the result is related to the macroscopic susceptibility by 
N~~)(t)ll~~=~(~)(w,,...,w~)in [j&exp(iw,t)]. 
01 
(40) 
Comparison with eq. ( 38 ) shows that the bra-propagation of pkm with V,,( wol) yields a multiplicative factor 
(41) 
to the susceptibility. The symbol @I indicates a tensorial multiplication, and 10 is the sum of all field frequen- 
cies occurring in the diagram up to and including the step considered. The superscript in pLyns’ identities the field 
component whose polarization vector forms the scalar product with it. When the susceptibility is expressed in 
Cartesian coordinates, this index labels the Cartesian index of x associated with the field with frequency w,. If 
we perform the same calculation for a ket-propagation, e.g. of pm, with vk,,, (w,) leading to pkl, the contribution 
to the susceptibility is 
(42) 
Except for the change in sign we obtain the same result: the index pair occurring in the denominator is that of 
the density matrix element generated in this propagation step, and the index pair occurring in the numerator is 
that of the interaction. 
Finally we consider the propagation from p$” by a feeding step with rate constant y,& to pk$). Taking again 
an ansatz according to eq. (36) forpg; we have to integrate eq. (27 ) with the function 
(43) 
The result is that this propagation also yields a multiplicative factor to the susceptibility, namely 
-&k 
cw-irk& . 
(44) 
Again the index pair in the numerator is that of the coupling and the index pair in the denominator is that of the 
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generated matrix element. The graphical representation of the three types of propagation steps in the diagrams 
and their multiplicative contributions to the susceptibility are summarized in fig. 4. 
The contribution to the susceptibility represented by a diagram can therefore be obtained in the following 
way: 
- The first factor is the starting zero-order matrix element of the density matrix, usually ~2,“’ = 1. 
- Each propagation step yields a factor according to the prescription given above. 
- The last factor Npjka) results from taking the trace Tr{Nplr}. The index pair (fk) is that of the final density 
matrix element in reversed order, and (Y labels the first Cartesian index of 1 which refers to the Cartesian com- 
ponents of the non-linear optical polarization, i.e. it gives the polarization direction of the created light field. 
- The resulting expression must be summed over the indices of all levels occurring in the diagram. If resonances 
occur, the sum can be truncated to the largest contribution. 
As examples we give below the susceptibilities for the two third-order diagrams in fig. 5 describing CARS and 
CSRS with a ground state vibrational resonance within the rotating wave approximation, 
(45) 
The sum over the levels c and d can be truncated to those levels fulfilling the resonance conditions expressed in 
Diagram Susceptibility Response function 
bra: 
I 
eeding: 
m 
k 
expt-r,,(tn+l - L)) +  
Ymr: 
I& - rkk 
[exP{-rkk(tn+l - &%)I 
- exp{-r&n+l - Ml1 
Fig. 4. Summary of the three types of propagators in diagrams and their contributions to susceptibilities and response 
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CARS CSRS CARS CSRS 
Fig. 5. Third-order diagrams displaying the resonance between the ground state a and a vibrational state b in CARS and CSRS. The 
diagrams (i) and (ii) remain when the rotating wave approximation is applied. 
the first and third resonance denominators. The formula generated from the diagram, without summing over 
indices, represents the fully resonant case. If only the vibrational o&,-resonance occurs, the double sum must be 
performed. The result can be rewritten as 
(47) 
(48) 
Here the polarizabilities a and p are defined as 
(49) 
(52) 
with oq= 2wi - 02. When the transition dipoles are real and all field frequencies are far from electronic reso- 
nances, fl*cARs = acsRs, and near the vibrational resonance p CSRS = acARs. In this case the dephasing parameters 
may be neglected and all polarizabilities become real. Under these conditions the validity of the rotating wave 
approximation must be checked, and indeed three further diagrams can be found each for CARS and for CSRS 
that display the vibrational resonance and yield contributions to the polarizabilities. These are shown as dia- 
grams iii to viii in fig. 5. When all four contributions to each process are added the formula for the susceptibility 
has again the form of eqs. (47 ) and (48 ), but with the polarizabilities given by 
(53) 
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(54) 
[ 301 without derivation. 
Strictly speaking only dc-Fourier components of the equilibrium populations are allowed as starting values of 
the zero-order density matrix, since the susceptibility refers to the equilibrium system. Hence, for a hierarchi- 
cally ordered multi-level system only pa - (O) 1 is valid. The only exception is a system in which populations are 
restricted to two levels and which can be treated according to eq. (29). However, it may happen that the lifetime 
T, (k) = 1 /r,, of an excited state k is much longer than all other decay parameters involved in the propagation 
paths for a particular diagram starting from that level. In this case an initial condition pg) # 0 is meaningful for 
the description of experiments on a timescale shorter than T, (k). 
It should be noted that the contribution of an individual diagram can diverge if it involves a matrix element 
of the ground state in the evolution sequence. This yields a denominator X@-iT,, which vanishes if a dc 
component is considered and infinite lifetime is assumed. This must of course be an artifact, and it turns out 
that the divergence cancels with other terms generated by the same time ordering of perturbations, but including 
feeding. 
6. Calculation of response functions 
For the calculation of the response function represented by a diagram we have to replace the temporal enve- 
lope in the interaction operator of eq. (34) with a &function. Then we must consider the effect that each of the 
three possible propagation steps has on a particular density matrix element, e.g. p&- ’ ) (t ). This density matrix 
element is the result of (n- 1) impulsive interactions, the last occurring at time t,_,. It is obvious from the 
Liouville equation that after this time, i.e. in the absence of an interaction, the density matrix element will decay 
exponentially with rate constant r,,. Hence a reasonable ansatz which, as we will see, remains self-consistent 
through all evolution steps is 
p&-i’(t)=&” exp[ -rkm(t-&-,)I, if t>t,_, , 
co, otherwise , (57) 
with an amplitude r&-i) constant in time. We consider again propagation of the bra-index with an interaction 
I’,,( 0,) which is now a &function impulse centered at time t,,, 
VA(G)= -&r(r)*& exp[i(o,,+o,)tld(t-t,) . (58) 
Here the time dependence of the dipole operator accounts for a possible change in orientation of the molecule 
with time. The integral of eq. (27) yields then forp,@)(t) an expression of the same form as eq. (57), 
ift>t,_, . 
We know that after taking the trace Tr{N,p} the final expression must be of the form 
(59) 
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n 
Npj,$(t)p,k=Q’“‘(t; t “, . . . . tl) i n (f& exp(io,t,)) . (60) 
a=1 
Hence the factor $&exp(iw,t,) in eq. (59) does not contribute to the generalized response function. The 
contribution from the bra-propagation step is therefore found if we first replace t with t, in the parent expression 
and then multiply with 
2 [p??(tn)@‘l exp[-rk/(t-tn)+iW,ltnl , (61) 
where the symbol 8 again indicates tensorial multiplication with the term from the next propagation step. At 
the end of the propagation steps the trace Tr{Nplr} will yield a final factor Npjka)( t) exp{im&}: It is easily seen 
that the same result is found for the response function when each bra-propagation produces a factor 
2 [~~,S’(t,)~lexp[-(i~kl+~kl)(tn+I-tn)l, (62) 
and only N&)(t) is considered as the contribution of the trace. In the final result t,+, is interpreted as t, i.e. 
the time argument of the generated polarization. (Eq. (62) is directly obtained when the calculation is per- 
formed in the Schriidinger picture. ) 
For the ket-propagation we obtain the same result, except for a change of sign. E.g., the propagation of 
p’;-” with v&( c&) at time t, leading to p&j yields the factor m 
i [~~~‘(t”)~~eexp[-(i~kl+~kl)(fn+I-fn)l . (63) 
In both equations, (62) and (63 ), the index pair of the dipole operator is that of the interaction and the index 
pair in the exponential is that of the generated density matrix element. 
The third type of propagation is through feeding. If we describe the population of the upper level by a single 
exponential decay 
p$2(t>=Qk exp[ -r,,(t-t,)] (64) 
for times t> t,, the integration of eq. (27) for p,&) generated through feeding with rate constant Y,,& is found to 
be 
pp(t)=rg; rm:2rkk {exp[-r~(t-tn)l--exp[-T,,(t-t,)l}. 
Hence this propagation step could be described by a multiplicative factor of 
(65) 
r “_“rkk { 1 -exp[ (rkk--rmm) (t-b) II + 
mm 
(66) 
However, since feeding replaced the single exponential decay with a double exponential, one rising and one 
falling, eq. (64) is in fact not the general ansatz for a population term. The general expression for a diagram of 
a population term is a sum of several exponentials if it contains several feeding steps. Propagation is then not 
described by a single factor. The general rule is instead a substitution rule: the formula of the generated popula- 
tion is found by replacing in the parent formula all exponentially decaying terms with the time argument (t,+ 1 - t,) 
according to the rule 
exp[--r,(t,+, -Ml - r {exp[-~kk(tn+L-tn)]-exp[-r~(t~+~-t~)l}. (67) 
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In the special case r,=rti the substitution rule is 
exp t -rY(r,+i -t,)l --* Ymkew[-~dL+l -fn)l(tn+l -4J . (68) 
This concludes the derivation of propagation rules for the response functions. They are summarized together 
with the corresponding rules for the susceptibilities in fig. 4. 
The calculation of the contribution to the response function by a particular diagram involves the following 
steps: 
- The first factor is the starting zero-order matrix element of the density matrix. This could be a population in a 
higher excited state prepared at time to, 
(69) 
- Each bra- or ket-propagation step yields a factor according to the prescription given above. A feeding step is 
treated according to the substitution rule. 
-The last factor N,M~) (t) results from taking the trace Tr{Nplr}, in complete analogy to the case of susceptibilities. 
- The resulting expression must in principle be summed over the indices of all levels occurring in the diagram, 
although this sum is often not written explicitly. 
As an example and for comparison to the third-order susceptibilities for CARS and CSRS discussed in the 
previous section we give here the corresponding response functions: 
Q 
xexp[-(iw~=+r~,)(~~--tl)-(i~,b+~ab)(f3-~2)-(iW,d+~ad)(t-?3)] , (70) 
xexp[-(i~dn+~da)(t2-fl)-(i~ba+~ba)(t3-f2)-(i~bc+~bc)(f-~3)1. (71) 
Both response functions are only valid for the time sequence t> t,> tz> tl. If the orientations of all dipole mo- 
ments are fixed in time, the general response functions above depend only on time differences. They can there- 
fore be written as normal response functions with the new variables t: = t, - t. This can be Fourier-transformed 
to the susceptibility, but the signs of the frequencies from the diagram must be considered. Thus 
CARS 
X (01, -oz,w)= 1 dt; 1 dt; j’ dt; RCARs(t;, t;, t’,) exp[i(o,f’, -w2t;+m1t;)] (72) 
--oo --oo --oD 
yields the result of eq. (45 ). In the corresponding transformation for the CSRS formula the exponential factor 
must be exp{ i [ - co2 t‘, + co, ( t; + t; ) ] }. In a similar way the response function can be found through the inverse 
transformation of the susceptibility contribution from a single diagram. Although in this case the integration 
ranges are not restricted as above, the result will nevertheless reflect the correct time-ordering, since the complex 
Lorentzian lineshape F(w) and the single sided exponential decay F(t) form a Fourier-transform pair: 
F(o)= -’ 
w~+w--~’ 
(73) 
F(t)=u(t)exp[-(ioo+r)t], (74) 
u(t)=O, if t-co, 
= 1, otherwise . (75) 
Therefore, each integration over frequency yields a unit step function u (At). The effect of the summation over 
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non-resonant levels is not directly evident from the formulas of the response functions since they do not contain 
the frequencies of the light fields involved. It is, however, intuitively clear that a propagation step at time t, 
leading to a non-resonant (“virtual”) level must be followed immediately by the next step, and thus a term 
proportional to 6( t,, , - t,) should appear in the response function. To show this let us take eq. (47) for the 
CARS susceptibility in which the summation over non-resonant levels has been performed. If we transform this 
back into the response function with the additional assumption that the frequency dependence of the polariz- 
abilities a and p can be neglected, we obtain 
. N (0) fi*CARS@ 
=1---P,, 
77 
aCARSexp[-(io,b+rrrb)(t3-tZ)]U(t3-ttZ)6(tz-ttl)6(t~). (76) 
This finding can be generalized to yield the substitution rule 
(77) 
where Q is the sum of all field frequencies used in the diagram up to and including the interaction at time t, 
which generates the matrix element p,,( Q). 
If the dipoles change their orientations with time, e.g. due to rotational diffusion, the tensorial product of the 
dipole moments must be averaged over the orientational distribution function on the basis of an appropriate 
model for the rotational dynamics. For a system in thermal equilibrium the result will be a rotational correlation 
function which depends on time intervals only. Fourier transformation to the susceptibility is then again possi- 
ble in the manner of eq. (72). In the case of exponentially decaying rotational correlation functions the corre- 
sponding rate constants will add to the dephasing rate constants in the resonance denominators which determine 
the linewidths of resonances. This suggests that response functions are often the more flexible choice even for 
the description of a frequency-domain experiment. 
7. Computer algebra implementation 
The crucial task in the calculation of the susceptibility of a multilevel system for a particular set of interactions 
is the complete generation of all relevant diagrams. For this purpose propagation of all initial density matrix 
elements with all possible distinct permutations of the interactions must be considered. In each step the possi- 
bility for a bra-evolution and a ket-evolution must be checked. Each time a diagonal element occurs in the 
perturbation sequence new diagrams arise from the decay (feeding) of this population to all lower levels, which 
can again occur directly or indirectly. Since this can lead to an enormous number of possible combinations, of 
which only a small fraction will lead to valid diagrams, it is tempting to perform this task with a computer. 
Indeed, computer algebra systems like REDUCE can perform algebraic operations on mathematical expres- 
sion, like addition, multiplication, differentiation, and integration. They provide a programming environment 
in which new procedures can be defined which can perform more complicated operations. REDUCE can handle 
various types of objects, e.g. mathematical expressions, arrays, and matrices. Special objects are lists of other 
objects, {A, B, C}. These objects can be lists themselves. An elementary interaction operator or a single Fourier 
component of a particular matrix element of the statistical operator can be represented by a list of four items, a 
4-list, in the following way, 
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where V= -rls*&/2 and p are the values of the matrix elements. The first two items in each 4-list are the ket- 
and bra-index of the elementary operator. These indices are integer numbers labelling the levels in ascending 
order. These are used to address the relevant molecular parameters from predefined matrices. The complete 
operators Vandp are represented by lists of such 4-lists. E.g., the interaction operator relevant to the three-color 
grating experiment in a three level system as discussed in fig. 3 is 
v:={{l, 3, W> F,}, {3, 1, --wz, v2>, {1,2, w3, V3)) . (80) 
Diagrams are also represented by lists which begin with the zero order density matrix element. A radiative 
propagation step is indicated by the key-word “BRA” or “RET ” followed by the 4-list of the interaction opera- 
tor involved. Feeding is indicated by the key-word “FEED” and the list {m, l}, where m and I are the indices of 
the upper and lower level. E.g., the diagram vii in fig. 3 is coded by the string {START, 1, 1, 0, 1, RET, 3, 1, 
-02, V2, BRA, 1, 3, w,, I’,, FEED, 3, 1, BRA, 1,2, 03, I’,}. 
The calculation of a susceptibility involves the following steps: 
- Define the starting density operator. In most cases this is only a single matrix element, namely pill) = 1, rep- 
resentedbyp={{l, l,O, 1)). 
- Define the interaction operator as in eq. ( 80 ). 
- Specify a list of interactions to be considered in the perturbation sequence. E.g., VLIST:= { 1, 1, 2, 2, 3) speci- 
fies a fifth order calculation with the interactions V, and V2 considered twice resulting in the Fourier component 
at 20,-2w2+wj. 
- Set switches that determine whether feeding and the rotating wave approximation are to be considered or not. 
- call the SUSCEPTIBILITY procedure. 
This procedure first generates a list of all permutations of VLIST. Then it propagates all initial density matrix 
elements according to all permuted time-ordered lists of interactions. In every step it is checked whether a bra- 
and/or ket-propagation is possible, and the resulting diagrams are added to the list for the next higher order of 
perturbation theory. This list is then checked for the occurrence of population terms, and if the switch for feeding 
is set, all diagrams that can be generated by feeding to lower levels are appended to the list. After all possible 
diagrams have been generated in this way, the corresponding contributions to the susceptibility are calculated 
according to the propagation rules (eqs. (4 1)) (42 ), and (44 ) ) _ The resulting expressions for each diagram can 
be printed. The value returned by the procedure is the sum of all terms after taking the limit r,+O. The proce- 
dure for the calculation of response functions works in complete analogy, except that the list of interactions is 
not permuted and the limit r,+O is not taken. The returned value is then the response function for a particular 
time sequence of interactions, which may contain several diagrams. 
As mentioned earlier, the contribution of a single diagram to the susceptibility can diverge if infinite lifetime 
is assumed for the ground state. Therefore, the limit r, -+O must be performed after the terms corresponding to 
a particular time sequence of interactions have been summed. However, care has to be exercised in using the 
relation between the decay rate constants and the feeding parameters, eq. (23), at the same time. As an example 
we discuss the three diagrams shown in fig. 6 which give the second-order contribution of frequency WI - ~2 to 
ii) (ii1 (iii) 
12 12 12 
$2’ 
bb 
Fig. 6. Second-order diagrams describing the Fourier compo- 
nents at frequency w, --w2 of the populations in a two-level sys- 
tem. For discussion see text. 
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the populations of a two-level system for the time ordering I’, before V2. The formulas for the corresponding 
steady-state density matrix elements are 
(81) 
pj$)(ii) = 
A 
d-Z’, ’ (82) 
p(*)(iii) = iytd (1a (d-ir,,)(d-iI’,,) ’ (83) 
with d= co, - w2 and 
(84) 
Conservation of population requires that the sum of these three terms must vanish, so that 
pg)(ii)+pAz)(iii) = -PA:)(i) . (85) 
The two-level case is correctly treated by setting r,=rbb and formally neglecting feeding, ~~=0. This indeed 
fulfils eq. (85 ). In the general case, however, we have to add the contributions to the same matrix element and 
perform the limit r,-+O. With rbb’y& this gives still the correct result if d# 0. However, if we consider a dc- 
term taking the same frequency for both interactions, the expression for p;i) is 
P (2L4G3K. aa- 
bb na 
(86) 
Applying rbb= y& leads to pnn (*) -0 which is obviously wrong. Taking the limit r,,+O leads to divergence which  
is also wrong. 
One way out of this dilemma would be to define all frequencies involved in the perturbation sequence to be 
different. The relations between the feeding parameters and the decay parameters can then be used and the limit 
of infinite lifetime for the ground state can be taken. The actual frequencies are set into the final expression. 
Such a procedure would, however, greatly restrict the flexibility of our approach. The other option is to regard 
the use of eq. (23) also as a limit and couple it to that for the ground state lifetime. For this purpose, eq. (23) 
was replaced by 
(87) 
For the three-level case we could show that this ansatz avoids the divergence problems, but we have no general 
proof for an arbitrary number of levels. However, many REDUCE calculations on the basis of eq. (87 ) were 
performed for systems with up to six levels, and the answer was always correct. 
8. Summary 
The diagrammatic method for the perturbative calculation of non-linear optical susceptibilities has been re- 
viewed and extended to include incoherent population transfer from higher to lower levels. The corresponding 
diagrams allow an easy visualization of the predominant contributions arising when certain input light frequen- 
cies are in resonance with optically allowed molecular transitions. The method was further extended to the direct 
calculation of molecular non-linear optical response functions. These describe the reaction of the molecular 
system to a sequence of ultrashort light pulses and are hence more appropriate for the description of time- 
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domain experiments than susceptibilities. The algorithm for the generation of the complete set of diagrams 
arising from a particular experimental situation could be programmed within the computer-algebra system 
REDUCE. This program also generates the formulas for the susceptibility or the response function from the 
diagrams. Recently we have also successfully applied this method to the calculation of absorption and sponta- 
neous or stimulated emission spectra, which are properly described by time correlation functions of matrix 
elements of the statistical error. 
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